
HOW TO GET TO CAYO LEVANTADO

To get to Cayo Levantado Resort, there are several options: if you are arriving by plane you can land at the Catey Airport (56 km / 35 mi) or 
Santo Domingo Airport (171 km / 102 mi). SIMI BAEZ is the welcome before the island welcome, where guests are received within the grandeur 
of its historic, Victorian architecture which reinterprets the quintessential Dominican experience. An inspired refreshment and welcome toast 
completes each guest’s seamless check-in. Just past the lush and tropical garden, a boat awaits to take you on the short but memorable sail to 
Cayo Levantado Resort, where your Ambassador will share all that the island offers and you will be blessed by a Tainos welcome and wellness.

CAYO LEVANTADO RESORT

A Rhythm All Its Own Its secret – is a distinct, omnipresent and elevated rhythm. A natural 
rhythm – the undulating ocean tides, the sway of the jungle fauna against an ever-changing sky. A 
cultural rhythm – the vibrant people, their lively traditions of dance, and savory dishes. An inner 
rhythm – a personal energy, and balance, and wellbeing that overtakes you. All of it working in con-
cert, in a mysterious, unspoken and hidden way that elevates each to create a cadence unique to this 
island, the luxurious resort, and each guest’s personal experience. 
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Alliance with Forbes To guarantee a superior approach both service and facili-
ty-wise, we have partnered with Forbes Travel Guide (“FTG”), the global authority on 
hospitality excellence, that provides world-class professional services to the hospitali-
ty industry and other service-oriented businesses through bespoke training solutions, 
evaluation services and custom service standards. FTG is also the only independent, global rating 
system for luxury hotels, restaurants and spas and its prestigious annual Star Awards can only be 
earned through the company’s objective, in-person inspection process. 

LOCATION
The Dominican Republic has the unmistakable rhythm of Caribbean life. But one particular place 
takes this distinct cadence to heart, and takes it to new heights. Cayo Levantado is an enchanting 
island within an island paradise – where the heartbeat of a lively culture, the ebb and flow of natural 
beauty, and a vital, inner pulse are brought into perfect harmony to form a truly unique, hidden, 
elevated rhythm unto itself.

Cayo Levantado sits just five kilometers (three miles) from Samaná Bay, in Dominican Republic. The 
island is home to three incredible sandy and palm-fringed beaches in total, one public and two 
private ones exclusively for guests at the sophisticated Cayo Levantado Resort.

Artist´s impression
Check out  
our video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOa6A__kGbs&feature=youtu.be


THE RESORT

The resort sits majestically on an enchanting island within an 
island paradise.

 After a short, relaxing boat ride, a Victorian-inspired dock greets 
your arrival and, after disembarking, you stroll up toward an 
opening in the lush palm grove swaying in concert with the salt-
tinged breeze pushing you inland. Guests are welcomed by their 
personal ambassador and the staff, the lilt of the local accent and 
the subtle beat of merengue drifting through the courtyard, inviting 
participation. 

At Cayo Levantado Resort, we are dedicated to offering an expertly 
curated, distinctly Dominican, and decidedly authentic experience. 
Local culture and lifestyle, sustainability and the care of mind, body 
and soul are the main inspiration of every corner of this brand-new, 
upscale five-star 24-hour all-inclusive resort, as well as its superior 
amenities and gastronomy. All aspects work seamlessly to elevate 
any vacation to be a truly meaningful personal journey. 

The resort offers 219 spacious and stylish guestrooms. Ranging from 
the intimacy of our Junior Suites to the opulence of our Signature 
Villa, each room is expertly styled and purposefully appointed, 
taking its cues from the tropical beauty of this Caribbean paradise – 
its vibrant colors, breathtaking scenery, and exceptional wildlife. 

Any stay at the island escape encourages personal wellness, 
designed with four paths that create an atmosphere perfectly suited 
to refresh vigor, revitalize, relieve stress, and restore balance. Taking 
a holistic approach, the expertly trained staff combines exercise, 
meditation, activities and nutrition, all designed to guide guests on 
their journey toward a vital rhythm that is in sync with the vibrant 

pulse and pace of the natural surroundings. To experience Cayo 
Levantado Resort is to discover your own, inner rhythm.

As part of the all-inclusive offering, guests may choose from three 
à la carte restaurants, one buffet restaurant and four bars and a 
coffee shop that feature gourmet cuisine and trendy mixology, with 
attention to the utmost in quality and creativity and incorporating 
both local and international elements.  Two additional specialty 
restaurants give visitors exciting dining options to the exceptional 
all-inclusive offerings. Created by expert bartenders at the resort’s 
mixology laboratory, all our signature cocktails utilize the latest 
trends and highest quality, natural ingredients, many of which come 
from our own botanical garden.

Cayo Levantado Resort also boasts a truly unique wellness 
immersion, an environment and a balanced state of mind, body and 
soul. The area includes one of the resort’s two pools, a SPA, outdoor 
Crossbox and personal training studio, a beauty salon and botanic 
garden. Offered as an exciting addition to the all-inclusive, YUBARTA 
is an elevated experience for personal growth and discovery, 
featuring a cenote, directed activity and meditation rooms, and a 
garden landscape circuit where the island’s flora and fauna are to be 
discovered. 

Finally, steps from the beach, the resort’s beach club and its pool 
draw guests in to enjoy their refreshing waters, plus the relaxed 
comfort of its patios and surrounding pathways.

Here, on Cayo Levantado Resort, you encounter a once-in-a-lifetime 
experience … in a place like no other… with a rhythm all its own.



ACCOMMODATION EXPERIENCE
219 rooms designed to embrace the island’s enchanting natural splendor, each guest room promises an experience that transcends simply 
accommodations. Taking inspiration from the unique island environment and designed to embrace natural rhythms that beckon just outside 
each room, an inspired experience awaits every guest.  
Offered in four distinct settings, each room is expertly styled taking its cues from the tropical beauty of this Caribbean paradise:  
THE COAST - BENEATH THE SEA - TROPICAL FLORA - TROPICAL FAUNA

ROOM AMENITIES ROOM SERVICES

· Upscale bathroom amenities

· Bathrobes and slippers

· Flat screen satellite TV

· High speed internet

· Air conditioning

· Safety deposit box

· Minibar with premium drinks

· Coffee/tea station

· Steam iron

· Sitting area

· Kitchen at 2-Bedroom Villa and Cayo Levantado Signature Villa

· Sports equipment at Cayo Levantado Signature Villa

· Ambassador service

· Turndown service

· Pillow menu

· Scent menu

· 24-hour in-room dining

· Personal chef and nutritionist menu at Cayo Levantado  
 Signature Villas and 2-Bedroom Villa (extra cost)

Room Type Number 

Room + 
Balcony Size 

(Minimum)
Sea 

View
Max. 

Occupancy
King Size

Bed
2 Full Size

Beds
Private

Plunge Pool
Independent 
Living Room

Sqm Feet

Junior Suite 74 53.43 575.12 2AD+1 Chd Yes Yes

Sea View Junior Suite 9 57 613.54 Yes 2AD+1 Chd Yes Yes

Junior Suite with Plunge Pool 48 68.6 738.40 2AD+1 Chd Yes Yes Yes

Sea View Junior Suite 
with Plunge Pool 48 68.6 738.40 Yes 2AD+1 Chd Yes Yes Yes

Family Junior Suite 
with Plunge Pool 8 106 1140.97 Yes 3AD Yes Yes Yes

1-Bedroom Villa 
with Plunge Pool 4 76.6 824.52 2AD+1 Chd Yes Yes Yes

1-Bedroom Villa 
with Bay View 8 78.4 843.89 Yes 2AD+1 Chd Yes Yes Yes

2-Bedroom Villa 5 152.28 1639.13 4AD+1 Chd Yes Yes Yes Yes

Beachfront Villa (Adults-only) 12 72.3 728.23 Yes 2AD Yes Yes Yes

Cayo Levantado Signature Villa 3 252.58 2718.75 Yes 6AD+2 Chd Yes Yes 3

- Sofa beds included at Junior Suites, Junior Suites with Plunge Pool, Sea View Suites with Plunge Pool, 1-Bedroom Villa with Bay View  
 and Cayo Levantado Signature Villa.

- Connecting rooms available at Sea View Junior Suite, Family Junior Suites with Plunge Pool and Sea Junior Suites with Plunge Pool. 

- Extra beds available at Family Junior Suites with Plunge Pool and Cayo Levantado Signature Villa.



ROOMS PHOTO GALLERY

Junior Suite Sea View Junior Suite

Family Junior Suite with Plunge Pool 1-Bedroom Villa with Plunge Pool

Junior Suite with Plunge Pool Sea View Junior Suite with Plunge Pool

1-Bedroom Villa with Bay View 2-Bedroom Villa 

Beachfront Villa (Adults only) Cayo Levantado Signature Villa



RESTAURANTS SPECIALITY SCHEDULE ALL-INCLUSIVE DRESS CODE

PALMA REAL · Main Buffet International
7:00 AM - 10:30 AM                   
12:30 PM – 3:00 PM                     
6:00 PM – 10:00 PM

Yes Resort chic

SANTA YUCA · Slow Food Healthy
7:00 PM – 10:30 AM
12:00 PM – 3:30 PM

Yes

OLAH Beach Club · Snack Bar International 10:30 AM – 6:00 PM Yes

CAREY · Nikkei Nikkei 
Japanese-Peruvian Fusion 7:00 PM – 10:00 PM Yes Resort chic

MANAYA · Steakhouse Steakhouse 5:00 PM – 10:00 PM $ Resort chic

SENDA · Dominican Dominican 5:00 PM – 10:00 PM $ Resort chic

BARS SCHEDULE ALL-INCLUSIVE

SIMI BAEZ · Welcome Bar Day & Night Yes 

COA · Lobby Bar 10:00 AM – 12:00 AM Yes 

LA PLACITA · Lobby Terrace Bar 4:00 PM – 12:00 AM Yes

JAIBA · Beach Bar 11:00 AM – 7:00 PM Yes

BAR Wellness Area 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM Yes

LA MOLIENDA · Coffee Shop 7:00 AM – 11:00 PM Yes

SENDA · Bar 5:00 PM – 10:00 PM $

MANAYA  · Bar 6:30 PM – 11:00 PM $

DINING EXPERIENCE

To dine at Cayo Levantado Resort is to savor a truly global dining experience. Inspired by the very best cuisine in the world, and with a strong 

emphasis on the rich cultural traditions and the freshest of local ingredients, the resort offers a variety of gastronomy possibilities.

To raise a toast at Cayo Levantado Resort is to experience a captivating mix of the Caribbean spirit. Visitors choose from unique bars located 

throughout the island,  each boasting specialty handmade cocktails along with extensive local and international wine and beer selections. 

Each bar experience features both classic and signature drinks as well as non-alcoholic beverages. 

($): Extra cost

($) At extra charge



RESTAURANTS IMAGE GALLERY
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BARS IMAGE GALLERY
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WELLNESS IMMERSION

YUBARTA (extra cost)

Considered the real heart of 
the Cayo Levantado Resort all 
inclusive experience, this area 
gives guests the opportunity 
to elevate their stay through 
a wide array of healthy 
programming and expert 
wellness activities offered 
through our 4 wellness 
paths: Refresh, Restore, 
Relax, Renew.

It includes:  
- 1 Swimming pool
- Personal training studio
- Outdoor Crossbox
- Botanic Garden
- Beauty Salon (extra cost)

- Santa Yuca Restaurant
- SPA (extra cost)

Offered as an exciting addition 
to the All-Inclusive, Yubarta 
is an elevated experience for 
personal growth and discovery. 
Housed within the island´s 
central tropical gardens, 
dedicated ateliers allow for 
personal creativity, while a 
meditation temple surrounds 
guests with plush open areas 
and training spaces that create 
a oneness with the natural 
surroundings.

It includes: 
- Exclusive lobby
- Cenote
- 2 directed activity rooms       
  (max. occupancy 15 & 25 pax)

- Atelier (max. occupancy 25 pax)
- Meditation room (8 pax)

- Garden and landscape circuit
- Yubarta shop
- Nutrition studio



USEFUL INFORMATION

IMAGES AND LOGOS

SOCIAL MEDIA

Rooms

219
Pools

2
Restaurants

6
Bars/

Coffee Shop

7
Training & 

Crossbox Studio

1
SPA

1
*2 Restaurants, 2 Bars and SPA at extra cost. 
(more details on page 5)

@cayolevantadoresort

@cayolevantadoresort

@cayolevantadoresort

Renderings and logos to be downloaded here

SIMI BAEZ  

https://www.instagram.com/cayolevantadoresort/,
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/cayolevantadoresort/
https://www.facebook.com/CayoLevantadoResort
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://we.tl/t-yKeDgUVxth__;!!FS0PDqw556gS!EbATYfP_6VySZ0Uw0GbuH1oR2l86dmQIwZ262fvLjdt_lh8RAwGaWjvQ-FQkQhRr9j4hpKCw4n1f_RK-vrWX5bk$


HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DESTINATION

Samaná is a traveler’s dream. It remains the Dominican Republic’s 

secluded, paradisiacal escape of wild beaches, coconut plantations, 

and rainforests. Its rolling mountains and valleys form the 

crystalline rivers that feed into the Atlantic, as they cascade toward 

shiny white sand beaches stretching hundreds of kilometers all 

around the peninsula’s rocky coastline. It’s as if the approximately 

2,500 humpback whales that visit Samaná Bay every year appreciate 

this natural splendor as much as visitors do. The giant mammals 

return every year,  from mid-January to the end of March, to this 

special corner of the DR to mate, birth, and bask in this glorious 

tropical scenery. Aside from seasonal whale watching boat 

excursions in Samaná’s scenic bay, more ecotourism adventures 

are a stone’s throw away: body-boarding and kitesurfing in Las 

Terrenas; trekking, birding, and caving in Los Haitises National 

Park; canyoning or horseback riding to reach El Limón waterfall; 

and boat-hopping to magnificent white sand beaches at the base of 

90-meter (300-feet) cliffs, or to offshore Cayo Levantado island.


